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1. How the texts arrived; structure and notation of the voice part 
 
 
 
My journal suggests that I was offered the commission for Maybe I Can Have An Everlasting Love* on 

21st May 2004 (four days after my wedding; this is the first entry referring to it). Originally Maybe was 

conceived as a purely instrumental work: I imagined improvising soloists, two or three. By late June 

however I was thinking in terms of a solo voice (the electronics did not arrive until 7th August). The 

idea of a voice was suggested to me by Sean Farrell who I believe may have been prompted by 

Michael Gwinnell (I have never asked Michael whether the idea was actually his). It was thought 

appropriate to include Linda Hirst in the piece due to her long-standing friendship both with Michael 

and myself. An enormous strength of Linda’s is extended vocal techniques, and my first impulse was 

to feature this type of vocal production. 

 

I began therefore to consider what the text of my new piece should be. It is now several years since I 

used texts by anyone but myself, and — at least since accidental counterpoints (1998) — my 

confidence in my ability to produce apposite and well-written texts has been high. The first text idea 

that came to me was what I later came to term an ‘anti-acronym’: a phrase which reduces to an 

acronym, in this case MICHAEL. The piece’s title, Maybe I Can Have An Everlasting Love, came 

spontaneously into my head on 28th June 2004, and I noted it in my journal together with several 

other anti-acronyms (some only partial) below it.  

 

Melodic cryptograms have been a major element in my technique for some years now: I had already 

used a partial cryptogram of Michael’s name (along with my own) in Duet Toccata (1995) and was 

about to begin Scafra Prelude No 12 (on 2nd July) using the same technique in a more rigorous way. 

So, even as I developed my early thoughts about Maybe I was working with a cryptogram of 

Michael’s name on another piece. The idea of applying one to Maybe, however, does not appear in 

my journal until 12th August: so the anti-acronyms came first. 

 

On July 8th Linda Hirst came to lunch at Telegraph Hill and we discussed what her role in the piece 

would be. A couple of days later she emailed me suggesting that she perform on microphone, an idea 

I eagerly acceded to, both because Linda is a practised microphone performer and because it offered 

me many sonic opportunities as a composer. 

 

At the end of July 2004 I was feeling exhausted (I had been suffering from M.E. for 20 months) and 

Alison and I set off for a week’s holiday in Wales. On the journey out of London, stuck in stationary 

traffic, we passed the time inventing anti-acronyms for Maybe. We both had good ideas and between 

                                       
* All works and articles by me mentioned here and below are published by Dazzle Music www.darylrunswick.com 
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us came up with twenty-one of them, including four that made it into the final work (‘Massala…’ ‘My 

inspiration…’ ‘My incredible cock…’ and ‘Mere ideas…’ all composed by me). At this time my idea 

was for the entire text of Maybe to be anti-acronyms, delivered using extended vocal techniques. 

By September 2004 I had generated large tracts of text made up of anti-acronyms, many incomplete,* 

but I began to realise that such pithy utterances would not sustain the text for an extended work 

progressing through many emotional levels. On 9th September I put my misgivings down in my 

journal (see below, Dawning 9.9.04). I now determined to write some other text, spoken not sung, 

which was not anti-acronymic. I hoped that this new text would be more discursive and less 

compressed, more philosophical and less hysterical than what I already had, providing a good 

contrast which I could exploit to the piece’s advantage. Also around this time I dropped the idea of 

extended vocal techniques, which by their very nature tend to obscure the sense of the text. I now 

had sufficient confidence in my texts to want them clearly heard. 

 

The bulk of the spoken texts arrived in a rush early on 21st September 2004, beginning even before I 

had completely woken up. One originated with Alison whose first words to me that morning (I was 

already musing on possible texts) were ‘I love it when I wake up next to you,’ and she continued with 

the story, now in the text of Part 7, describing the ‘Rousseau jungle’. This tuned in perfectly with the 

drift of my thinking and I included it in the texts for Maybe. Alison’s intervention helped trigger one of 

those creative surges which sometimes happen to me, on this occasion an outpouring of text which I 

wrote out in longhand over breakfast, putting it into the computer later that morning. Of the spoken 

texts in the finished work almost all are present in rough form in that journal entry. Only the very first 

ones (Part 2 section 2, ‘What did you say?’ etc and section 3, ‘How can I follow a moral code’ etc) 

are missing. Those sections arrived on bonfire night, 5th November, in direct response to the idea I 

conceived around that time of putting whispering into the electronics in Part 2. 

 

Thus I arrived at the ideas for Maybe’s texts. How to insert them into the body of the work I planned 

while I wrote them. Here is not the place to go into the fractal structure of Maybe, but I used it to 

determine where the text would appear. I had already chosen (7th September) that the voice would 

be silent in two of the seven Parts — 1 and 4; and, true to the fractal structure, I therefore determined 

that in those Parts where the voice did appear it would be silent in sections 1 and 4. I did not take the 

fractalisation further than this, but freely composed the voice part within the prescribed sections. I 

later (13th November) determined that section 2 of each part would contain spoken material only, 

sections 3 and 5 a mixture of spoken and sung, section 6 spoken only, and section 7 sung only.  

 

I now had the general shape and style of the texts: so far, so good. But I wanted the sung material to 

be suitable for any performer of whatever voice, male or female (there would obviously be no 

problem with spoken material). I therefore came up with the idea of a sung line of variable pitch 

written on a single-line stave which represents roughly the middle of the performer’s range, whatever 

that might be. This was not a new idea: I had already used it in accidental counterpoints, and of 

course, it is similar to notations used by other composers beginning perhaps with Berio. By keeping 

the range of the vocal part within less than an octave on either side of this median line the music 

became performable by any singer. 

                                       
* All the complete ones appear below, either in Maybe texts  on pages 5ff or in Extra ant i -acronyms not used  on page 14. 
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2. A note on the whispering in the electronics 
 
 
The whispering in the electronics in Part 2 with its response in the live voice is perhaps the most overt 

reference in Maybe I Can Have An Everlasting Love to Berio’s Sinfonia (Vienna, Universal Edition 

1968). Throughout Sinfonia Berio employs indistinct human speech, but two specific instances are 

particularly echoed in Maybe. At the beginning of Movement 4 of Sinfonia the singers are instructed 

to whisper (see example below); and in Movement 3 the first tenor says: ‘If only this voice would stop 

for a second it would seem long to me … he is still talking incessantly, any old thing, repetition after 

repetition, talking unceasingly, in yourself, outside yourself.’ In Maybe the whispered text in the 

electronics and the live voice’s response to it point to these moments in Sinfonia, and the texts at bars 

24 (‘Even if you’re in my mind, come out. Are you in my mind?’) and 30 (‘Luciano talked about 

unceasing voices but this — ‘) are direct references. The inclusion of ‘Luciano’ also echoes Sinfonia 

Movement 3 ‘…for as Henri says, if this noise would stop there’d be nothing more to say.’ I am 

entitled to be familiar: I have worked, and dined, with both Luciano Berio and Henri Pousseur. 

 

There is however a major difference between the two works in the treatment of text. Throughout 

Sinfonia spoken material is intended to be obscure, only half heard. There are precisely two moments 

in the entire 30-minute, five movement span of Sinfonia where Berio makes the spoken text clear, 

where he puts a spoken utterance into the spotlight. Both instances constitute a solo over a quietly 

held chord: in Movement 1, the bar before [C] (‘ce mythe nous retiendra longtemps’) and in 

Movement 3, the bars before [Y] (‘…The fact is I trouble no one…’). Everywhere else the spoken 

material is intended to be indistinct, as if heard on a radio in the background, or from the next room.* 

 

In Maybe the whispering in the electronics should be indistinct but in contrast to Sinfonia the live 

voice is intended to be heard clearly throughout. 

 

While I’m on this subject I should like to mention two objections to aspects of the vocal writing in 

Sinfonia. First, the above-mentioned whispering at the beginning of Movement 4 is very difficult for 

the singers to bring off. Berio gives a series of phonemes and the instruction ‘Random sounds 

simulating very fast speech’ (see example below). Every time I performed Sinfonia under Berio’s baton 

he stopped us over this passage; I don’t think he was ever satisfied with how it sounded. It was only 

when I came to try to do a similar effect in Maybe that I realised that the fault in Sinfonia lies with the 

composer. For the electronics in Part 2 of Maybe I did the whispering myself. My first attempt (in 

which I adhered more or less to Berio’s instruction in Sinfonia but improvised the phonemes) was so 

unsuccessful I abandoned it before even making a recording. My next solution was to speak 

meaningful text (actually that of Part 2) and reverse the recording so that it came out backwards. This 

was much better and at first I accepted it. However after living with the electronics for a few weeks a 

vague dissatisfaction set in, confirmed by Alison’s separate misgivings. I abandoned this attempt also. 

The final version (recorded on 4th April 2005) is a simple reading of the text of Part 2 untreated in 

any way except with reverb. Obscured as it is behind the rest of the musical texture, this ‘real 

whispering’ makes the correct effect: here and there a single word is heard plainly, but most of the 

whispering is indistinguishable — though plainly real speech. 

                                       
* There is one place in Maybe where this idea is echoed (but not in the voice part). 
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The example below (an excerpt from my vocal score of Sinfonia including my marginalia) shows that 

for my final few performances of Sinfonia* (in the mid to late ‘90s) I resorted to real words for the 

whispering. The manuscript text above the passage in question is a simplified version of lines from 

Shakespeare’s Richard III: † 

Look how my ring encompasseth thy finger 
E’en so thy breast encloseth my poor heart 
Thine eyes sweet lady have infected mine 
Those eyes of thine, those eyes from mine 
Have drawn salt tears and made them blind 

 
 Their choice was not random: I had already used this text in a work of my own, Piece For The 

Wicked (revised version, 1993). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                       
* As a member of Electric Phoenix I sang Sinfonia 52 times between 1983 and 1998, 17 times with Berio himself conducting. After a 
performance in Mâcon, France on 5th June 1992 I declined to perform the work any more under Berio, though I continued to do so 
with other conductors. After 1995 Electric Phoenix as a group withdrew from further performances under Berio. Other ensembles such 
as The Swingle Singers took over when he conducted the piece. 
† I jotted them down in my score from memory during a rehearsal somewhere and there is a mistake: in line 4 the second ‘thine’ should 
be ‘mine’. 
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My second objection to the vocal writing in Sinfonia is the instruction that all the spoken material 

should be indistinct. I don’t think this works in practice. Audiences become confused and annoyed 

when they can’t hear what’s being said (to make matters worse they tend to blame the sound 

projectionist who is only following instructions). But in my opinion audiences are right to complain — 

they ought to be enabled to hear the text. Indistinctness might be a striking effect used fleetingly — or 

even for the course of an entire movement — but over 30 minutes it palls: especially when the texts 

themselves are so fascinating and so important to the work’s meaning. For me, performances which 

actually disobey the composer’s wishes in this matter are more likely to be successful ones (several 

recordings of Sinfonia fall into this category — unfortunately not the two on which I am present). 

 
 
 
3. Maybe texts 
 
 
Part 2 

 

Section 2 What did you say? Please can 

you talk clearly. Who is this? Where are you? 

Can’t stand talking to someone I can’t see. 

Come out. Come out. Even if you’re in my 

mind, come out. Are you in my mind? 

 

Section 3 How can I follow a moral code 

in these conditions? …cultivate… Doesn’t 

make sense …exemplary… Luciano talked 

about unceasing voices but this — …an exem… 

Nothing, perhaps. Makes sense. 

 

Section 5 The question is, how does a 

life, panning out, extending this way and that, 

in all directions, serious bits, silly bits, work, 

caring for the family …Might I cultivate here 

an exemplary life?... enjoyment, walking say, 

money considerations, the love of books, of 

music, travel with one’s work, Dublin, New 

York, Striding Edge, a good meal, a half decent 

wine, conversation — justify itself? 

 

Section 6 It doesn’t. Or it does. In whose 

eyes? One person’s ‘unforgivable selfishness’ 

can be another’s ‘justifiable sacrifice’. For me, 

something I just did. 

 

Section 7 Might I cultivate here an 
  exemplary life? 

References in the texts 

 
 
 
 
Response to the whispering in the electronics. 
 
 
 
Ref to Berio Sinfonia Movt 3 (see above, A note on the 
whispering…). 
 
 
 
 
 
Ref to Berio Sinfonia Movt 3 (see above) 
 

 
 
 
The whole of this paragraph including the anti-acronym 
represents my guess at Michael Gwinnell’s attitude to 
how his life has turned out. 
 
 
 
 
 
The European headquarters of Atlantic Philanthropies 
moved to Dublin around 2000. The US office is in New 
York. Michael often visited both in his work. He and I 
walked Striding Edge for the first time together in 1965. 
 
 
This paragraph represents my own philosophy. The 
event referred to is my leaving my first wife Elaine in 
1981. She might have regarded it at the time as 
unforgivable selfishness; some might have called it a 
justifiable sacrifice; I now (try to) think of it as something 
I just did. 
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Part 3 
 

Section 2 I have to smile sometimes. Not 

very often. Doesn’t mean there’s not stuffy-

stuff inside me, bubbling under. In fact this 

sanguine exterior is all a front — well, literally. 

Behind the front it’s a gibbering, raving 

can’o’worms, hilarious, sexy, mad.  

 

Section 3 I’m safe here inside my head, 

but …madman… it’s dangerous out there 

…anarchist elitist… my eyes the screen 

between …hellraising… the churning stuffy-

stuff inside me and all that ...insane...  

 

Section 5 My god, if I could only get all 

the stuffy-stuff, churning in here …maybe… 

out, out in some sort of shape I mean, 

otherwise there would be …extreme 

explosive… hell to pay, chaos, mess, violence, 

sex …monstrous mindboggling… I’d be a 

genius. I’m keeping it in but it’s a thin skin 

covering …mutinous lewd… 

 

Section 6 No! Keep a lid on it. Tight 

control. Strain, hold, hold on, god it might all 

get out and the mayhem — someone would 

die.  

 

Section 7 Mutinous madman 

     monstrous mindboggling 

insane incredible inspired insatiable 

criminal cokehead creamy 

hilarious hellraising hysterical 
animal alcoholic anarchist 

elitist extreme explosive ecstatic 

lewd louche lunatic  

 

Maybe I can have an everlasting love 

 

 
 
 
This Part represents a character (not Michael) whose 
attitude toward creativity represents a kind of negative 
or obverse of my own: half aware of the power of their 
creativity, they are too buttoned up to release it. 
 
Alison uses the word stuffy as a portmanteau 
generalisation, much in the same way others use ‘stuff’ 
or ‘shit’ (in the sense ‘get your shit together’). I have 
expanded her usage to ‘stuffy-stuff’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This represents my view that genius can produce works 
with real destructive power. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EST* (following, I believe, Jung) teaches that we are 
often deterred from actions which would have positive 
results in our lives by the subconscious fear that we 
would in some sense not survive those actions. 
 
 
 
These are epithets which might be hurled as insults by a 
person whose creativity is as yet unliberated. The artist 
would receive them as badges of honour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My ex student (now a colleague and dear friend) 
Reynaldo Young was given the nickname the left wing 
elitist by Nikos Veliotis; he revels in it. This particular 
insult is included in his honour. 

                                       
* A Californian mind expanding technique I learned in the 
1980s which I still follow. 
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Part 5 

 
Section 2 The boot. The toecap. Hard, 

round, domed, polished shiny, so hard it must 

be metal. I can kick anything. Nothing can 

hurt my foot, everything I kick is dented, 

destroyed. Magnificent. I swing my leg, hard. 

Hard with hate. The boot goes in. Things 

crumble, fall in heaps, snapped, crushed, 

broken. People. Bastards. I stand over them, 

over the shards, over the dead things, tall, 

powerful. I put the boot in. 

 

Section 3 Or the boot is split. The 

toecap’s coming away from the sole, it flaps, 

my toes poke out, socks with holes in them. 

The toecap’s bright yellow, patent leather, 

cracked and scuffed. I cavort …Massala… my 

pantaloons billow out, my face paint shines, 

smeary and thick …is curry… Prancing, 

leaping …he above everything… Tumbling. 

Escapades. Walking on my hands. Farting. On 

my cheeks great tears painted but I’m so happy 

inside. 

 

Section 5 I do this, this is my expertise 

…My inspiration creates havoc at every 
level… Laugh you buggers, and you do, and I 

love you for it, we’re one, we’re a unit, it’s you 

cavorting and me laughing, it’s a loop, a 

feedback, and I control it. Because if I didn’t it 

would get out of control, it would explode, it 

would be a scream, a howl, hysteria …My 

inspiration creates havoc at every level… But I 

do control it, I keep it just at that point and 

you trust me. You trust me to handle it and 

you let go, completely, soaring, flying with 

me, flying in my hands, dangling from my 

arms, dangerous, mad, we might die… My 

inspiration creates havoc at every level... I 

dangle you, throw you and catch again, hold 

you right over the fire, over the freezing water, 

over the abyss.  

 

 
 
 
Does this describe a psychopath or is the speaker a 
normal person fantasising? Alison sees this paragraph as 
an interior monologue, ‘the feelings of violence and 
thuggery we all have’. While the text will certainly take 
this interpretation (and I welcome it) I intended it 
otherwise, as a simple portrait of a thug: perhaps 
another obverse of the artist, but this time extremely 
unbuttoned — 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
— or the artist himself: now seen as both vandal and 
inspirer of dreams, both extreme vulgarian and 
extremely refined, both destroyer and liberator. See 
Peter Carey, The Unusual Life of Tristan Smith (London, 
Faber and Faber 1994) for descriptions of circus as an 
art form, as a metaphor for rebellion against a dominant 
philistine culture, and paradoxically as the expression of 
all that is best in that philistine culture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The artist – especially the improvising artist – as giver of 
transcendental experiences to ordinary people. These 
experiences lend meaning to the otherwise hopeless 
existence we all lead. The audience is swept up in the 
artistic experience and finds itself able to take just those 
risks the buttoned up mind of Part 3 cannot take. 
 
For discussions of the feedback loops created in live 
performance between performer and audience see my 
article The Improvisation Continuum. 
 
 
 
 
 
The audience trusts the artist in a way similar to that in 
which a child trusts a parent to lead it safely through an 
exciting but possibly dangerous experience. There is a 
link in my mind here to Raymond Briggs, The Snowman 
(London, Hamish Hamilton 1985). 
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Section 6 And that’s why you came, you 

might die, that’s why you put yourselves   in  

my  hands,  that’s  why  I make you fly, we 

soar, we sparkle, we flame, we flash, we risk, 

we risk everything, we risk bursting with joy, 

we risk smashing in pieces, we risk dying, we 

defy death. Death where is thy stingray. 

Wheee. 

 

Section 7 Massala is curry he above 
   everything like 

My incredible cock, hard and extremely long 

My inspiration creates havoc at every level 

 

 

Part 6 
 

Section 2 There’s a million reasons to 

hate what’s happening. Why do the powerful 

lie? Do they actually enjoy lying, grinding 

people down, destroying the world, getting 

richer and richer, fooling us into thinking our 

lives are getting better… 

 

Section 3 You’re a wall. You’re 

…Mother… a brick wall I bang my head 

against. Everything …Mother… I want, all my 

least desires, you thwart.  

 

Section 5 Intransigent. What is it makes 

you …intolerable… exercise your power in 

this way? What pleasure do you get? You take 

nothing out, you …acrid evil… there’s no 

positive you achieve in the face of denying 

me. My denial itself is the pleasure you get. 

 

Section 6 That’s the payoff. You’re 

making our lives worse for profit. Winners and 

losers, and sure as hell we’re the losers. 

 

Section 7 Misinformation, incorrect 
contrived hearsay, arrant egregious lies 

Mother intolerable cunt hideous acrid evil liar 
 

The audience’s recognition of the role of the artist in 
society. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In real life he (Daryl) likes every kind of curry 
indiscriminately – almost above any other food. The 
other two anti-acronyms here might contain a tiny 
element of wish fulfilment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alternation of depictions of two malevolent influences 
controlling our lives, one impersonal, the other very 
personal indeed. The views on world politics, capitalism 
and globalisation are my own. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am thinking here of a particular person whose life was 
ruined by a controlling mother. But these sentiments 
might be expressed by many another person, and they 
seem appropriate (if perhaps somewhat overstated) in 
Linda Hirst’s case. It was with her in mind that I included 
them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Misinformation’ was coined by President Reagan to 
describe statements, not necessarily strictly untrue (not 
necessarily true either) designed to mislead the public 
and influence them into voting in a certain way. I first 
used it in my ‘tribute’ to Reagan, Looney Tunes (1986). 
 
My former partner Mary King, ever sparing in her use of 
obscenities, on a very few occasions employs ‘cunt’ as 
the worst possible insult against a woman. She bans its 
use against a man. 
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Part 7 
 

Section 2 There is, in the end, the inner 

life. Only. That’s all that’s left. And love. If you 

can find it. Love. 

 

Section 3 Dance with me. Dance, so 

entwined , our two hands clasped, cupped like 

a prayer …Maybe… Behind us a blue window 

with roofs, a village with the sea lapping 

…everlasting… Many windows. At the 

windows, faces. Watching. Dance with me. 

 

Section 5 I love it when you wake up 

beside me, it reminds me …Maybe I can 

have… that scene, is it a painting, or a film, it’s 

a jungle …everlasting… with green fronds, tall 

grey-green trunks, and you can’t see the sky, 

there’s trailing creepers, coconuts, blooms, 

very garish, but mainly …Maybe I can have… 

all this juicy green vegetation, thick pulpy 

leaves with hard spikes on their ends. But lush, 

lush. And all of a sudden an eye blinks at you 

and you realise there’s something in there, a 

creature. 

 

It’s all a dream, of course. I never see you 

wake. 

 

Section 6 The world is made up of those 

who dance and those who watch. Be a dancer. 

In the end there is love. Dance with me. 

 

Section 7 Mere ideas can have an  
   everlasting life 

Maybe I can have an everlasting love. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description of a print owned by Alison and myself, a 
double nude by Trevor Price called A world made up of 
those who dance and those who watch. The print hangs in 
our bedroom and I was looking at it on the morning 
when most of the texts for Maybe arrived. To Alison 
and me it has a special significance: it represents both 
our physical love and our intellectual unity; and our life 
together as artists. 
 
 
‘So entwined’ is a reference to Bob Dylan, Visions of 
Johanna from Blonde on Blonde (New York, Columbia 
Records 1967): ‘Louise and her lover, so entwined’. 
 
Alison conceived the image of the jungle (see above, 
How the texts arrived…) which refers to Henri 
Rousseau’s jungle paintings, perhaps Surpris! (1891) or Le 
Rêve (1910), see below. I expanded her description 
somewhat, and, working from memory, got it slightly 
wrong (for example in these and most other Rousseau 
jungle paintings you can see the sky). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Direct quotation of the Trevor Price title. 
 
As a child Alison went to ballet school and she still 
moves and thinks like a dancer. It is an ambition of hers 
to get me to enjoy dancing. 
 
My fear is that serious art is no longer commercially 
viable and may not be again while the present 
‘civilisation’ lasts. We (serious artists) may therefore be 
working for a future age, assuming our work survives 
into it. See Morris Berman, The Twilight of American 
Civilization. (New York, Norton 2000) 
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4. Dawning, 9.9.04 
 

 

It’s obvious to me this morning: I can’t use the text I’ve written for Michael’s piece. Certainly not all 

of it; probably most of it. No matter what disclaimers I issued, people would conclude they were a 

portrait of him — even some sort of ‘secret portrait’, which is worse — and he might conclude the 

same. Even if he didn’t he might feel hurt. And he would be justified. If you imbue every atom of a 

piece with a name, that name is attached to the whole piece. You can’t ‘exempt’ one aspect — 

especially the aspect which has the biggest impact on the listener. 

 

So I need a new text. Fine*, I’ll write one (ideas are pouring in already). Which means of course that 

I’ll end up with a different piece from the one I thought I was writing. So be it. Actually, at this very 

early stage in the planning, the structures I’ve invented can stay: I love them, they promise greatness, 

they will suit any text I choose to write. Doing a new text means that the tone will change — it will 

become more rational, less hysterical — but the piece itself will not turn out so very different: it can 

still become intense, even violent in places, but in a way truer to Michael’s character. Incidentally, I 

am beginning to realise that the hysteria arrived, not in response to Michael, but to the idea of Linda 

performing the piece: to her histrionic skills and expertise with extended vocal techniques (the Lady 

Lazarus syndrome). But Michael is the dedicatee and the piece must ‘fit’ him; and Linda’s range in 

any case is far greater than that. 

 

Happily, then, the structural work I’ve done so far is not wasted, nor in the end was the existing text a 

complete waste of effort: it will lead me through to what’s necessary. The new text need not be a 

‘portrait’ of Michael, nor need it exactly coincide with his views; but it must express something I feel 

and want to say about him; further, it must contain material he can live alongside. He need not agree 

with every sentiment expressed, but he must not feel uncomfortable sitting down at the same table 

with those sentiments. Or, if violent, obscene or contemptible sentiments are found in the text (and I 

find I still want them) they must exist in some sort of pod, in quotation marks, at some sort of 

rhetorical distance. 

 

Onward. 

 

                                       
* An acquaintance told me an anti-acronym for FINE: ‘Fucked-up, Insecure, Neurotic, Evasive’: and this particular acquaintance should 
certainly know. 
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5. Original spoken texts  21.9.04 
 

 

Earlier versions of this material exist in MS in my journal. The present versions were edited from 

those, more or less as soon as they were finished on the morning of 21st September. 

 

 

I‘m so proud of my brain. The way it comes up with stuff. Stuff I need. I need stuff and I tell my brain 

and it goes away and I just wait. I don’t think. It just marinates. And yes, I’m a bit scared (will it work 

this time?) The waiting is the scary part. But then, ploc, like a side-order of fries, or a stack with maple 

syrup and a pat of butter on a little piece of greased paper, here it is, my brain just delivers and all I 

did was sit here and smell the chlorine in the water and fiddle with the cruet. Bloody good really. 

 

I love it when you wake up beside me, it reminds me of that scene, is it in a film or something, it’s a 

jungle with green fronds all over the place, tall grey-green trunks, and you can’t see the sky, there’s 

trailing creepers, coconuts, blooms, very garish, but mainly all this juicy green vegetation, thick pulpy 

leaves with harsh spikes on the end, but lush, lush. And all of a sudden an eye blinks and you realise 

there’s a creature in there. 

 

It’s all a dream, of course. I never see you wake. 

 

The question is, how does a life, panning out, extending this way and that, in all directions, serious 

bits, silly bits, work, caring for the family, enjoyment, walking say, money considerations, the love of 

books, of music, travel with one’s work, Dublin airport, New York, Striding Edge, a good meal, a half 

decent wine, conversation — justify itself? 

 

There’s a million reasons to hate what’s happening. Why do the powerful lie? I think it’s because they 

actually enjoy misinforming people, grinding them down, destroying the world, getting rich at its 

expense, fooling us into thinking our lives are getting better when actually you’re deliberately making 

our lives worse for your profit. There have to be winners and losers in this society and you’re the 

winners, certainly, you make sure of that, so to you, us lot, the hoi polloi — no, that’s wrong, you 

don’t even think about us, don’t consider us someone, someone worth considering or talking to, 

we’re nothing but markets — sure as hell we’ve got to turn out the losers, and the more we lose — the 

more obviously we lose, even though we won’t see it, hoping everything will get better somehow, 

convincing ourselves there’s a plan (well there is a plan of course, not our plan though, but we’re in 

denial, you’ve got us in denial about it getting worse, look, I’ve got an ipod even though I’m getting 

deeper into debt) — the more you win. 

 

I don’t smile very much. Doesn’t mean there’s not stuff inside me, bubbling under. In fact this 

sanguine exterior is all a front — well, literally. Behind the front it’s a gibbering, raving can’o’worms, 

hilarious, sexy, mad. What a powerful thing the eyes are, looking out through them. It’s like a 

windscreen between the teeming stuff going on inside and the mayhem outside. My god, if I could 

only get all the stuff, churning and mixing in here, out — out in some sort of shape I mean, otherwise 

there would be chaos, hell to pay, mess, explosions, violence, sex — I’d be a genius. Huh. My dad 
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used to say, why do we get all this sex and violence on the telly, that’s not what I want, I can get all 

that at home. Ha. Truer than he thought, poor man. Or am I underestimating the gibberish that went 

on in his brain too? We’re all like it. We’re all an explosion covered by a thin skin. A membrane. A 

membrane that might rupture any moment, so keep a tight lid on it, keep it under tight wraps, strain, 

tighten your arms around it, hold, hold on, god it might all get out and the mayhem — someone would 

die. Someone would hate me if they see that. I’m all exploding, out of control, and she doesn’t like it, 

she’s cross, she’ll punish me, hit me, hurt me, destroy me, I’ll cry, I’ll bleed, I’ll spill my guts, my 

giblets will run on the floor, I’ll scream, I’ll die. Better not. 

 

Dance with me. Dance naked, all intertwined (Louise and her lover so entwined ) our two hands 

clasped cupped like in a prayer but legs everywhere and anywhere. Behind us a blue window with 

roofs, roofs of houses, roofs of a village with the sea lapping and many windows, and at the windows 

faces watching. The world is made up of those who dance and those who watch. Dance with me. 

 

You’re a wall. You’re a fucking brick wall I bang my head against. Everything I want, all my least 

desires, you thwart. Intransigent. What is it makes you exercise your power in this way? What 

pleasure do you get from it? You take nothing out, you do nothing, there’s no positive you achieve in 

the face of my denial. My denial itself is the pleasure you get. That’s the payoff. So long as I’m 

hamstrung, hobbled, tied by the ankles, you’re happy. Well, not happy, I’ll give you that. Just 

intransigent for its own sake. I’ve got him tied up. Let him move if he can. Let him get any fun out of 

life if he can. I’ll squash that, I’ll sit on that fat chance. Tied. Tied with demands. Let him dance that 

way. 

 

The boot. The toecap. Hard, round, domed, shiny, so hard it must be metal. I can kick anything. 

Nothing can hurt my foot, everything I kick is dented, destroyed. Magnificent. I swing my leg, hard. 

Hard with hate. The boot goes in. Things crumble, fall in heaps, snapped, crushed, broken. People. 

Bastards. I stand over them, over the shards, over the dead things, tall, powerful. I put the boot in. 

 

Or the boot is split. The toecap’s coming away from the sole, it flaps, my toes poke out, toes in socks 

with holes in them. The toecap’s bright yellow, patent leather, cracked and scuffed. I cavort. My 

pantaloons billow out, my face paint shines, smeary and thick. Prancing. Leaping. Tumbling. 

Escapades. Walking on my hands. Farting. On my cheeks great tears painted but I’m so happy inside. 

I do this, this is my expertise. Laugh you buggers, and you do, and I love you for it, we’re one, we’re 

a unit, it’s you cavorting and me laughing, it’s a loop, a feedback, and I control it. Because if I didn’t 

it would get out of control, it would explode, it would be a scream, a howl, hysteria. That’s 

dangerous. But I control it, I keep it at just that point and you trust me. You trust me to handle it and 

you let go, completely, soaring, flying with me, flying in my hands, dangling from my arms, 

dangerous, mad, death-defying, we might die. I dangle you, throw you and catch again, hold you 

right over the fire, over the freezing water, over the abyss, snatch you away again just in time. And 

that’s why you came, you might die, that’s why you put yourselves in my hands, that’s why I make 

you fly, we soar, we sparkle, we flame, we flash, we risk, we risk everything, we risk bursting with 

joy, we risk smashing into pieces, we risk dying, we defy death. Death where is thy stingray. Wheee. 
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6. Extra anti-acronyms not used 
 

 

Composed between 28.6 and 6.9.04 

 

 

Misleading info circulated half an era late 

Might I call here after everyone leaves? 

Much is claimed, hard ascertainable evidence lacking 
Men in caftans have an effeminate look 

M.E. is chronic haven’t any energy left 

Madame Isidore Chameau held an elegant levée 

Misery indecision crying hurt ache empty little 

Modernist insane child-abuser homosexual awful elitist liberal 

Might I claim heaven against every letdown? 

Merciless infidel certainly has an evil look 

Met in Chiswick, had an early lunch 

Most influences can have an eventual linkage 

Matron insists Clarissa has an enema later 

Mumbling isn’t cool, honey, and enervates listeners 
Money inspires corporate hatred and envious lust 

Mobile is crucial here ain’t any landline 

Momentary indecision cost her almost everything lately (AT) 

Mummy isn’t coming home again ever, love (AT) 
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